Multiple Choice Questions

1. Modern world literature can be classified as a period from

   (A) Late 18th century to early 19th century
   (B) Late 18th to early 20th century
   (C) Early 18th century to early 20th century
   (D) Early 19th century to early 20th century

2. The term ‘World Literature’ was first used by

   (A) German writer Goethe
   (B) German writer George
   (C) German writer Guntert
   (D) German writer Geffy

3. When was ‘Evening Album’ published?

   (A) 1917
   (B) 1928
   (C) 1910
   (D) 1941

4. After Russia, Tsar-Maiden, Encampment of the Swan and Evening Album are the works of

   (A) Bei Dao
   (B) Albert Camus
   (C) Franz Kafka
   (D) Marina Tsvetaeva
5. Who among the following was a Russian poet
   (A) Leo Tolstoy
   (B) Bei Dao
   (C) Pablo Neruda
   (D) Marina Tsevtaeva

6. Identify the poem which speaks about despair and helplessness.
   (A) The Answer
   (B) Black Woman
   (C) The Meeting
   (D) New Heart

7. Gogol was a _____ dramatist.
   (A) French
   (B) Russian
   (C) Pakistani
   (D) African

8. The word ‘Gale’ in the poem ‘The Meeting’ means
   (A) A very strong wind
   (B) A very strong thunder
   (C) A very strong rainfall
   (D) A very string snowfall
9. The poet compares the intellectuals and the artists in Russia with the statue of

(A) Gorbachev

(B) Marx

(C) Gogol

(D) Marina Tsevtaeva

10. The poem ‘The Meeting’ is translated by

(A) Ilya Shambat

(B) Julio Cortazar

(C) Marina Tsevtaeva

(D) Bei Dao

11. All around flowers we bought, we bought a bouquet ..... What for I.

These lines appear in _____ poem.

(A) The Answer

(B) Black Woman

(C) New Heart

(D) The Meeting

12. Who among the following was keen on Spanish Folklore?

(A) Pablo Neruda

(B) Frederico Garcia Lorca

(C) Marina Tsevtaeva

(D) Bei Dao

13. Who published the books ‘Impressions and Landscapes’
14. The poem ‘New Heart’ paints

(A) A picture of loss and pain and offers a pathway of hope

(B) A picture of gain and loss of pain and offers a pathway of soap

(C) A picture of pleasure and gain of success and offers a pathway of snap

(D) A picture of war and loss

15. In which of the following poem does the poet go on to examine everything that had once been contained in his heart, things he loved once, but loves no more.

(A) The Answer

(B) Black Woman

(C) The Meeting

(D) New Heart

16. Like a Snake, my heart has shed its skin are the opening lines of the poem

(A) New Heart

(B) Black Woman

(C) The Meeting

(D) The Answer

17. Which word of the following means make a fire burn less strongly by reducing the flow of air to it?
18. Which of the following is the best known book of poetry of Frederico Garcia Rodriguez Lorca?

(A) The Butterfly’s Evil Spell
(B) The Shoemaker’s Prodigious Wife
(C) Deep Song
(D) Romancero Gitano

19. Sonnets of Dark Love is the last poetic work of

(A) Frederico Garcia
(B) Pablo Neruda
(C) Marina Tsevtaeva
(D) Bei Dao

20. Marina Pineda is a play written

(A) Shakespeare
(B) Eugene Ionesco
(C) Franz Kafka
(D) Frederico Garcia Lorca

21. Gabriela Mistral was the teacher of the poet

(A) Pablo Neruda
(B) Eugene Ionesco
22. Twenty Love poems and a song of Despair was published by

(A) Albert Camus
(B) Frederico Garcia
(C) Pablo Neruda
(D) Bei Dao

23. Which of the following is poet’s response to the fascist bombing of Guernica, Spain during the Spanish Civil War

(A) The Answer
(B) Black Woman
(C) I’m Explaining a Few Things
(D) The Meeting

24. Who among the following was awarded Nobel prize in 1971?

(A) Pablo Neruda
(B) Albert Camus
(C) Julio Cortazar
(D) Franz Kafka

25. Which poem ends with the following verses ‘Come and see the blood in the streets’?

(A) The Answer
(B) The Terrorists: He’s Watching
(C) I’m explaining a Few Things
26. Which of the following word means ‘a large-headed elongated fish with long jaws and strong teeth’.

(A) Thistle
(B) Friars
(C) Vane
(D) Hake

27. Geranium means

(A) Small narrow space or opening
(B) A former Kingdom of Spain
(C) An abstract theory with no basis in reality
(D) A herbaceous plant

28. Which of the following is not a technique used by the poet?

(A) Personification
(B) Interview
(C) Repetition
(D) Simile

29. Jackals that the Jackals would despise.

Stones that the dry thistle would bite on and spit out’ appear in the poem

(A) I’m explaining a Few Things
(B) The Terrorists: He’s Watching
30. Which of the following carries the meaning shout loudly, typically to demand something?

(A) Crammy
(B) Baying
(C) Apertures
(D) Spattering

31. ‘Before jealous fate turn you to ashes to feed the roots of life’, are lines from that appear in the last part of the poem

(A) Black Woman
(B) The Answer
(C) The Meeting
(D) New Heart

32. Who among the following is a famous Senegalese poet?

(A) Pablo Neruda
(B) Leopold Sedar Senghar
(C) Wizlawa Szymborska
(D) Frederico Garcia Lorca

33. Which of the following propagates the idea of ‘ Appropriation’?

(A) Misty Poetry
(B) Negritude
(C) Ethiopiques
34. Songs of Shadow is a collection of poetry by

(A) Pablo Neruda
(B) Bei Dao
(C) Wislawa Szymborska
(D) Leopold Sedar Senghor

35. Senegal gained independence in

(A) 1960
(B) 1955
(C) 1950
(D) 1949

36. The poem Black Woman was written in

(A) Spanish
(B) English
(C) German
(D) French

37. Name the poem which was published in ‘Chants D’Ombre’

(A) Black Woman
(B) The Answer
(C) The Meeting
(D) New Heart
38. Sombre means

(A) gap or break in high rugged terrain
(B) Dark or dull in colour tone
(C) A feeling of intense pleasure
(D) Formal and dignified

39. Find the word which means dirty, unpleasant or of poor quality

(A) Dummy
(B) Crummy
(C) Gazelle
(D) Ruffles

40. Which poem was written when the poet was in exile in France?

(A) The Answer (B) The Meeting (C) Black Woman (D) New Heart

41. Who among the following won the Nobel prize in literature in 1996

a) Senghor b) Neruda c) Lorca d) Szymborska

42. The terrorist is from people on a bridge was published in

a) 1989 b) 1990 c) 1991 d) 1992

43. ‘That is why we are alive’ is a collection poetry by

a) Szymborska b) Senghor c) Bei Dao d) Neruda

44. ‘The distance keeps him out of danger

And what a view. Just like the movies’

These verses are from the poem
a) Meeting  
b) New heart  
c) The terrorist – He is watching  
d) I am explaining a few things

45. Who among the following is a polish writer
   a) Cortazar  
b) Senghor  
c) Szymborska  
d) Garcia Lorca

46. Stanislaw Baranczak and Claire Cavanagh translated the poem
   a) The answer  
b) The terrorist – He is watching  
c) I am explaining a few things  
d) Black Woman

47. The word which means – disorder or disarrange (someone’s hair) typically by running one’s hands through it
   a) Mali  
b) Flanks  
c) Ruffles  
d) Crummy

48. Whose literary style is marked by literary devices like ironic precision paradox and understatements
   a) Szymborska  
b) Bei Dao  
c) Senghor  
d) Neruda

49. Fill the blank line with the apt word
   Thirty twenty exactly
   This waiting, it’s taking .......... 
   a) for sometime  
b) for a while  
c) for a moment  
d) for ever

50. Fill the verses with the suitable tag
   An Gogol nodded, thoughtful, from
   The pedestal like brother –
   a) glad  
b) mad  
c) sad  
d) bad

51. Who among the following was the originator of the misty poetry
   a) Bei Dao  
b) Tsvetaeva  
c) Lorca  
d) Neruda

52. How much time is there still for people to go in and out
   a) Six minutes  
b) Five minutes  
c) Four Minutes  
d) Eight Minutes

53. Who is the beloved in the poem Black Woman
54. Senegal is the ......
   a) Mountain in Africa  b) River in Africa  c) Forest in Africa  d) Road in Africa

55. Senegal is in ....
   a) North Africa  b) South Africa  c) East Africa  d) West Africa

56. Negritude movement of Africa is related to
   a) Politics  b) Economics  c) Religion  d) Culture and language

57. Neruda’s earlier poems were about
   a) Love and flower  b) Politics and war  c) Culture and nature  d) Nature and god

58. The word Lilac refers to
   a) Plants  b) Flowers  c) Hills  d) Rivers

59. What are the pines to the poet
   a) Cultural book of poet’s life  b) Political book poet’s life
   b) c) Social life of poet’s  d) Suffering book of the poet’s love

60. the soul of the poet cried for
   a) Present world  b) Future world  c) Past world  d) World nations

61. What is the poet exhorting through the poem – The Answer
   a) To challenge every existing belief or conventions  b) To challenge every existing
      institutions or concepts  c) To challenge every existing political theories or principles
      d) To challenge every existing eco social systems

62. Count Leo Tolstoy was the famous ....... novelist and writer
   a) French  b) Italian  c) African  d) Russian

63. War and peace and Anna Karenina are famous
   a) Plays  b) Films  c) Stories  d) Novels

64. The story – God sees the truth but waits, is a story about a man called
   a) Makar  b) Aksionov  c) Tolstoy  d) Gorbino
65. The actual murderer turns up and confesses his guilt after
   a) 23 years  b) 24 years  c) 26 years  d) 25 years

66. Aksionov dies
   a) Before the order to release comes to him  b) After the order to release
   b) Carrying the order to release  c) Announcing the order to release

67. Samovar means
   a) A flower vase  b) A tea Vase  c) A Pot Vase  d) Clay Vase

68. Stammered means
   a) To speak in loud voice  b) To speak in flowery style
   b) c) To speak in broken words  d) To speak in low volume

69. Aksionov was a prosperous merchant in
   a) Moscow  b) Tokyo  c) Demark  d) Vladimir

70. Aksionov was charged with
   a) Gossip  b) Stealing  c) Bullying  d) Murder

71. The story – God sees the truth but waits, is considered a parable of
   a) Truth  b) Love  c) Kindness  d) Forgiveness

72. How much land does man need, is a moral tail by
   a) Leo Tolstoy  b) Albert Camus  c) Franz Kafka  d) Aksionov

73. Give the apt one word for ‘The condition of being submissive’
   a) Escort  b) Blab  c) Sledge  d) Meekness

74. The new convict was charged with
   a) Murder  b) Theft  c) Antisocial activity  d) Immoral Traffic

75. Aksionov forgave marker with his own
   a) Birth  b) Baptism  c) Crowning  d) Death

76. The story ‘God sees the truth but waits’ was translated by
77. The bankrupt and the editor is a ...... play
   a) Imaginative   b) Surreal   c) Magic   d) Realistic

78. The father is a story by
   a) Franz Bjornson   b) Leo Tolstoy   c) Albert Camus   d) Bjornstjerne Bjornson

79. Name the short story of a didactic nature, dealing with startling points of emotional experience
   a) The guest   b) The father   c) Before the law   d) God sees the truth but waits

80. Thord is the main character in the story
   a) The father   b) The guest   c) Half a day   d) Before the law

81. The father is a parable based on ...... Life
   a) Merchant’s   b) Religious   c) Peasant   d) Social

82. Who among the following story writers was an active participant in national politics
   a) Comus   b) Bjornson   c) Tolstoy   d) Kafka

83. Which word has the meaning ‘search under water with a net or hook’
   a) Gad   b) Drag   c) Thwart   d) Twrled

84. What was the third visit of Thord for his son
   a) Baptism   b) Confirmation   c) Marriage   d) Burial

85. Who is the protagonist of the story – The father
   a) Priest   b) Son   c) Neighbor   d) Thord

86. Where did Thord find the money to invest as legacy in his son’s name
   a) Loan from bank   b) Loan from friends   c) Loan from the farm   d) Selling his farm

87. ‘I think your son has at last brought you a true blessing’ – who said it
   a) Son   b) Thord   c) Priest   d) Friend

88. Thord has ...... children
   a) Three   b) Four   c) Three   d) One
89. ‘Where is yet this, however’ said he ‘God grant that the child may become a blessing to you’.

choose the extract and the speaker

a) God sees the truth - Aksionov  
b) God sees the truth – maker  
c) The father - Priest  
d) The father - Thord

90. The word Twirled means

a) A period of two weeks  
b) Flower  
c) A seat, across a boat  
d) Spin quickly and lightly around, especially repeatedly

91. I see fetal sciences in you

Mummified poem and bones

These lines are from

a) New Heart  
b) Meeting  
c) The answer  
d) Black Woman

92. Perhaps you heard who killed the merchant. Who said it

a) Priest  
b) Makar  
c) Jailer  
d) Aksinov

93. Find the suitable one word – ‘A small administrative district typically having its own church and

a priest or pastor

a) Baptism  
b) Confirmation  
c) Parish  
d) Diocese

94. The word latch means

a) A metal bar with latch and lever uses for fastening a door or a gate  
b) A long metal bar with latch and lever  
c) A short metal bar with latch and lever  
d) A very short metal bar with latch lever

95. Find the odd one

a) Tolstoy  
b) Aksionov  
c) Makar  
d) Thord

96. Find the odd one

a) A happy boy  
b) Gauntlet  
c) In gods way  
d) Beyond human power

97. Who was the literary critic for the newspaper morgen balder
98. Who started the a school for peasant children on his estate
   a) Camus       b) Kafka       c) Tolstoy       d) Bjornson

99. How did Aksionov buy the book ‘The lives of the saints’
   a) Doing manual labor  b) Selling food  c) Selling books  d) Making boots

100. Who was saluted as ‘Grandfather’ and ‘The Saint’
      a) Thord       b) Priest       c) Makar       d) Asionov

101. Which writer was born to the parent Julie aLowie and Hermann
      A) Camus  B) Bjornson  c) Tolstoy  D) Kafka

102. The judgment by kafka was published in
      a)1910  b) 1912  c)1913  d)1915

103. Find the odd one
      a) Letter to father  b) The Castle  c) The Trial  d) The Metamorphosis

104. Kafka took doctorate and got employment in an insurance company in
      A)1906  b )1908  c) 1917  d) 1919

105. Name the fable which was later incorporated into The Trial
      a) God sees the Truth But waits  b) the Father  c) Before the Law  d) the Guest

106. “What do you still want to know now?” who said it?
      a) Makar  b) priest  c) gatekeeper  d) the narrator

107. The word “Insatiable” means
      a) impossible to get  b) impossible to sell  c) impossible to market  d) impossible to satisfy

108. The man from the country wanted to
      a) entry into the law  b) entry into the court  c) entry into the prison  d) entry into the gate

109. Where does the old man wait for the entry into the law?
      a) on the stool  b) on a chair  c) on a table  d) on a golden chair
110. “Here no one else can gain entry, since this entrance was assigned only to you. I am going now to close it.” Who said it?

a) the man of law  b) the gate keeper  c) Thord  d) the priest

111. Who served as journalist with Alger-Republican?

a) Albert Camus  b) Kafka  c) Bjornson  d) Tolstoy

112. Who won Nobel prize for literature in 1957?

a) Tolstoy  b) Kafka  c) Camus  d) Bjornson

113. Which writer died in 1960 in an automobile accident?

a) Bjornson  b) Kafka  c) Albert Camus  d) Tolstoy

114. *The Stranger* was written by

a) Albert Camus  b) Kafka  c) Bjornson  d) Tolstoy

115. Find the odd one

a) *The Plague*  b) *The Fall*  c) *The Stranger*  d) Caligula

116. “The Guest” is taken from the collection

a) *Exile and the Kingdom*  b) *The Myth of Sisyphus*  c) *The Wrong Side and the Right Side*  d) *The Plague*

117. Find the odd one

a) Daru  b) Thord  c) Balducci  d) An Arab

118. The belief that human beings exist in a purposeless chaotic universe is an expression of

a) absurdism  b) existentialism  c) realism  d) idealism

119. The idea that free and independent choices can make a person’s life meaningful in a meaningless world is an expression of

a) absurdism  b) existentialism  c) realism  d) idealism

120. “I like you and you must understand there is only a dozen of us at El El Ameur to patrol throughout the whole territory .... In a hurry.” Who said it?

a) Daru  b) Balducci  c) Thord  d) An Arab
121. “Squashed” means
a) unpleasant things happening  
   b) disturb or disconcert  
   c) a noisy quarrel about something trivial  
   d) to push a person into a small space

122. “A desire to hurt, annoy or offend someone” Give one word for the phrase.
   a) spite  
   b) denounce  
   c) sniffed  
   d) fluttered

123. Give one word for the following:
   “A severe snow storm with high winds”
   a) Blizzard  
   b) Billhook  
   c) Bristling  
   d) Brewing

124. “The school master was watching the two men climb toward him. One was on horseback, the other on foot.” Name the story which opens up with this note.
   a) The Guest  
   b) Before the Law  
   c) The Father  
   d) In a Grove

125. Find the odd one
   a) Albert Camus  
   b) Kafka  
   c) Bjornson  
   d) Bei Dao

126. Identify the writer from Argentina
   a) Borges  
   b) Mahfoz  
   c) Akutagawa  
   d) Cortazar

127. Who has won the French literary award Prix Medicis in 1974
   a) Borges  
   b) Cortazar  
   c) Akutagawa  
   d) Mahfoz

128. Identify the odd one
   a) Bestiario  
   b) Final del Juego  
   c) Las armas secretas  
   d) A Model Kit

129. which among the following is not a novel
   a) The Winners  
   b) Hopscotch  
   c) A Manual for Manuel  
   d) Bestiario

130. Name the story that presents the protagonist engrossed in reading a novel in his study room
   a) Half a Day  
   b) In a Grove  
   c) The Continuity of Parks  
   d) The Garden of Forking Paths

131. The word “sordid” means
   a) doubtful  
   b) disgusting  
   c) discourage  
   d) defend

132. Give one word for the following:
   “made twisting movements especially due to discomfort or pain”
a) dissuade  b) furtive  c) writhed  d) rebuffed

133. Identify the story that mingles the trends of surrealism, magic realism and metafiction

a) Half a Day  b) In a Grove  c) The Garden of Forking Paths  d) The Continuity of Parks

134. The protagonist of “The Continuity of Parks” had to put away the novel he had been reading because

a) because of some urgent business  b) because he had to go for an outing  c) because he had to meet some friends  d) because he had an urgent conference

135. The word “intrusions” means

a) dirty  b) fearful  c) disturbances  d) an excuse

136. Identify the life period of Julio Cortazar


137. Who among the following was a Japanese story writer

a) R. Akutagawa  b) Borges  c) Mahfoz  d) Julio Cortazar

138. Who among the following is regarded as the father of Japanese short story?

a) R. Akutagawa  b) Borges  c) Mahfoz  d) Julio Cortazar

139. What is considered to be an iconic story by R. Akutagawa?

a) Half a Day  b) In a Grove  c) The Continuity of Parks  d) The Garden of Forking Paths

140. “Ryunosake” means

a) The Son of Dragon  b) The Son of Devil  c) The Son of People  d) The Son of God

141. Who wrote under the pseudonym chokodo shujin

a) L. Borges  b) R. Akutagawa  c) J. Cortazar  d) N. Mahfour

142. Which writer has a literary award after his name?

a) Mahfour  b) Mahfour  c) Akutagawa  d) Borges

143. Who has written over 150 Short stories?

a) Mahfour  b) Mahfour  c) Borges  d) Akutagawa

144. Name the story which was adapted into the 1950 Classic film Rashomon by Akira Kurosawa.
a. The continuity parks   b. Half a day   c. In a grove   d. The garden of forking paths

145. Find the odd one
   a. Fool's life  b. kappa  c. The christ of nanking  d. Haikus

146. 'YES, sir. certainly. It was I who found the body. This morning, as usual, I went to cut my daily quota of cedars, when I found the body in a grove in a hollow in the mountains. Which of the following story has its opening like this? a. the garden  b. half a day  c. in a grove  d. kappa

147. One word the following “a small group of trees or plants growing closely together”.

148. A type of conical hat used in Asia
   a. Dodge  b. Shudge  c. Sedge hat  d. Coned hat

149. Kimono is a
   A) Japanese city  b) a traditional Japanese dress  c) a traditional Japanese dance
   d) a traditional Japanese folk music.

150. The wood cutter saw the dead body in a grove of bamboo and cedars in a hollow in the mountain------ away from the yamashina.
   a. 280 mts  b. 270 mts  c. 250 mts  d. 260 mts.

151. Who among the following was an Egyptian Novelist?
   a) Cortazar  b) Mahfouz  c) Borges  d) Akutagawa

152. Who among the following was the second from African countries to win Nobel prize for literature
   a) Cortazar  b) Mahfouz  c) Borges  d) Akutagawa

153. Which of the following stories is a compressed account of an individual's life from school days to the grandpa's old age.
   a) The continuity parks  b) In a grove  c) Half a day  d) The garden of forking paths

154. Identify the writer who published 34 novels over 350 short stories, dozens of movie scripts and 5 plays over a 70 year career.
a) Eugene Ionesco  

b) Naguib Mahfouz  

c) Cortaz  

d) J.L. Borges

155. Find the odd one.

a) Palace Walk  
b) Palace of Desire  
c) Sugar Street  
d) In a Grove

156. Which of the following is an allegorical short story that is intended to be interpreted symbolically rather than literally?

a. The continuity parks  
b. Half a day  
c. In a grove  
d. The garden of forking paths

157. Which of the following stories was translated by Denys Johnson Davies.

a) The continuity parks  
b) Half a day  
c) In a grove  
d) The garden of forking paths

158. I stood there a long time, until the young lad employed at the ironing shop on the corner came up to me. He stretched out his arm and said gallantly, “Grandpa, let me take you across.” Which one of the following stories ends up with this note.

a) The continuity parks  
b) Half a day  
c) In a grove  
d) The garden of forking paths

159. Find the word which has the following meaning. Moved at an unusually slow pace.

a) Cleave  
b) Daze  
c) Crawled  
d) Surged

160. One word the following; ‘Fully filled, with little space to accommodate all’

a) Crammed  
b) Intricate  
c) Ranks  
d) Scowl

161. The Father was taking the little boy to

a) Court  
b) Nursery  
c) School  
d) Playground

162. Who among the following helped the narrator to cross Abu Ichada Street?

a) A young girl  
b) A young lad  
c) A young boss  
d) An old man.

163. Who among the following was a great Latin American writer?

a) Cortazar  
b) Mahfouz  
c) Borges  
d) Akutagawa

164. Who among the following is one of the pioneers of magic realism?

a) Cortazar  
b) Borges  
c) Akutagawa  
d) Mahfouz

165. Who among the following won the Jerusalem Prize for the freedom of the individual in society in 1971?

...
166. Who shared the first prix international Formentor Prize in 1961 with Samuel Beckett, which shot him to international fame.
   a) Cortazar  b) Borges  c) Akutagawa  d) Mahfouz.

167. ‘The Aleph’ is a collection of
   a) Poems  b) Prose  c) Stories  d) Dramas

168. ‘The Garden of Forking Paths’ is from

169. In which of the following the city called ‘Albert’ is mentioned?
   a) The continuity parks  b) The garden of forking paths  c) In a grove  d) Half a day

170. Find the odd one:
   a) Borges  b) Mahfouz  c) Cortazar  d) Camus

171. Find the odd one:
   a) The Guest  b) In a Grove  c) Half a Day  d) The Answer


   The extract is from
   a) The continuity parks  b) The garden of forking paths  c) In a grove  d) Half a day

173. The Climatic point of something is called:
   a) Cumulation  b) Culmination  c) Hochschule  d) Sophism

174. ‘Consuls’ means:
   a) Complicated and difficult to understand  b) Opinions or ideas based on definite knowledge
   c) A government official on a diplomatic mission in a foreign Country  d) Struggle between two individuals

175. Arthuer Schopenhauer was;
   a) A German Philosopher  b) An Italian Philosopher
   c) A Spanish Philosopher  d) An African Philosopher
176. Viktor Runeberg is another Spy in the service of;
   a) Japan   b) Italy  c) Germany   d) Spain

177. Captain Richard Madden is--------- officer:
   a) a Japanese   b) a German   c) a Spanish   d) an Irish

178. The Narrator makes a plan to convey his information to his German Chief through another Spy called

179. The narrator in the story ‘The garden of forking paths’ is a brilliant spy who carries out risky plans even when he is under the shadow of death. The statement is
   a) False b) True c) may be false d) may be true

180. Stephen Albert is a character in the story
   a) The continuity parks b) In a grove c) The garden of forking paths d) Half a day

181. Eugene Ionesco was a renowned absurdist play writer of roman, French origin who wrote mostly in French. The statement is
   a) true b) false c) may be false d) may be true

182. Whose feeling of alienation is presented in a surrealistic manner braking all the conventional forms of theater
   a) Camus b) Ionesco c) Neruda d) Bjornson

183. Ionesco was an admirer of Dadaism and Para physics. The statement is
   a) partially true b) partially false c) true d) false

184. Find the odd one:
   a) The chairs b) Salutations c) The Lessons d) The Book of Sand

185. Identify the odd one:
   a) Old man b) Old woman c) The orator d) the young man

186. What makes the play ‘The Chairs’ the linguistic journey throughout the play jerky and riddle like
a) Fragmented dialogues and parallel conversation   b) non Fragmented dialogues and non parallel conversation   c) Fragmented jokes and dialogues   d) Un parallel conversations and Fragmented jokes

187. ‘The Chairs’ is a 1952 absurdist play. Statement is:
   a) true   b) false   c) may be true   d) none of the above

188. The absurdity of the play ‘The Chairs’ is generated by the invited guest. Statement is:
   a) true   b) false   c) may be true   d) none of the above

189. The couples of the play ‘The Chairs’ are above
   a) 80   b) 70   c) 60   d) 90

190. What happens to the couple at the end of the play the chairs
   a) they are taken to orphanage   b) they are taken by government   c) they kill each other   d) they commit suicide

191. The old man’s job in the play ‘The Chairs’ was
   a) General Manager   b) business man   c) general factotum   d) farmer

192. Find the odd one:
   a) intellectuals   b) property owners   c) artists   d) salesmen

193. Who was the first guest to the meeting in the play ‘The Chairs’
   a) An invisible colonel   b) An invisible lady   c) A photo engraver   d) La Belle

194. Who is the unexpected guest in the play ‘The Chairs’
   a) A photo engraver   b) An invisible lady   c) An Orator   d) The emperor

195. A woman called La Belle and her husband — The photo engraver came
   a) before the colonel   b) after the colonel   c) not to the stage   d) last to the stage

196. A Person who does all sorts of jobs
   a) General Factotum   b) General Manager   c) General Secretary   d) General convener

197. Small pieces or streamers of paper or inmetallic material which are usually thrown at celebrations is called
a) Goatee  b) Confetti  c) Crumps  d) Factotum

198. “Don’t drop your movie camera.” Who said it in the play ‘The Chairs’
   a) old man  b) old woman  c) Colonel  d) Photo engraver

199. “When I got back she had been buried a long time.” Who said to whom
   a) old man to colonel  b) old woman to old man  c) old lady to invisible lady
   d) old lady to photo engraver

200. “Get up for a moment, please. The Orator will be here soon. We must ready the room for the meeting.” Who spoke to whom
   a) invisible lady to old lady  b) old lady to invisible lady  c) old woman to old man
   d) old woman to the invisible guests
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